“Oh no – I’m going to be late again!”
“Why do I always get stuck in traffic?”
“I never seem to get the radio traffic report in time.”
“Some people just don’t know how to drive in rain or snow.”
Sound familiar? Well, if you travel on NJ’s roadways frequently, it probably does. We have something right at
your fingertips that will help ease your commute.
Because weather and traffic conditions can change in an instant, the New Jersey Department of
Transportation would like to take this opportunity to remind you of ….

NJ.org
Or

Dial
511 and 511NJ.org are free Phone and Web services that provide easy ways for commuters to learn about
incidents, construction, congestion and weather-related events such as snow and flooding. By visiting the
511 web page or by dialing 511, motorists can get up-to-the-minute traffic and travel information about
all of New Jersey’s roadways before they leave their home or office, or while commuting.
The 511 service is always available: 24/7 every day of the year.
511NJ offers information about all of New Jersey’s Interstate and State Highways, the Atlantic City
Expressway, the New Jersey Turnpike, Garden State Parkway and all bridge and tunnel crossings.
511NJ also provides emergency information such as Amber and Silver Alerts.
511NJ can greatly benefit the motoring public. By using any of the 511NJ resources, motorists can get a
heads-up on travel conditions and make informed decisions about their daily commute, such as choosing
an alternate route or building in extra travel time. When motorist use 511NJ, they can avoid congestion and
help optimize the performance of New Jersey’s road network.
The 511 suite of products also offers the motoring public a FREE personalized traffic alert service called
MY511NJ. MY511NJ allows individuals to choose what alerts they want and how often they would like to
receive them. The information offered on MY511NJ is the same information that is provided on the 511NJ
phone system and web page. Travel Alerts can be sent to a subscriber’s e-mail account, cell phone or any
web enabled communication device.
NJDOT encourages the motoring public to take advantage of this FREE, user-friendly 511 system for a
more pleasant and safer commute.
Visit 511NJ.org for more information about NJDOT’s 511 products
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